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Executive Summary
The PEAKapp developed by GreenPocket is able to trigger lasting energy savings through behavioural change
and continuous engagement. Further the app enables increased consumption of clean and low-priced electricity
for household customers through flexible tariffs and motivates the users to save energy through serious gaming.
With this close-to-market-ready attempt to provide households with a dynamic electricity tariff in the EU, the door
is opened for the most significant impact on the household electricity market since its liberalisation.

The ICT ecosystem is designed to require smart meter data, such that the system can be implemented almost
immediately, given the EU targets for smart meter roll-out. These low hardware requirements allow for a fast
market uptake, and thus a noticeable impact on EU energy consumption can be experienced with almost no
delay and without the need of having to equip the 230mio dwellings in the EU with any extra efficiency hardware.
Validation of the ICT ecosystem under real life conditions in the publicly owned social housing sector is carried
out in Austria and Estonia. Analyses of the collected data in these countries will gain deep insights into consumer
behaviour. An outstanding market uptake strategy makes >3 electricity utilities ready-to-sign the implementation
of the ICT-system, advises the European social housing sector about its benefits, and fosters European and
international market uptake by distinguished exploitation activities, where the leading US stakeholder EPRI takes
responsibility without funding.

This deliverable D.2.2 provides a detailed description of the Smart phone/tablet app.
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1 General Information of the Deliverable
Table 1: D2.2 General Information
Title

The Smart phone/tablet app

Description

The app is programmed, coupled to the backend processing unit and ready for the
pre-test.

Deadline

M18 – August, 2017

Leader

GreenPocket

Partners
Involved

IJS (2), Tecnalia (3), GreenPocket (3), ENAMO (0,5)

Steps covered

All
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2 Introduction
The energy management-software for residential customers is a first step in order to save energy and money and
enables users to understand how much energy is used and what its costs are. The dashboard summarizes the
most important key figures. The monthly balance helps estimating the cost ratio across all divisions and meters
(self-production of electricity included). Thanks to reliable forecasts in the Cost-Check and in the ConsumptionCheck, based on individual instalment payments of the user, he always stays up to date and can increase his
financial security in planning. Intuitive processes and a user-friendly interface, packed in an attractive design,
create a unique user experience. Technical architecture for this solution is GP’s Energy Expert Engine (EEE) for
technical description on data storing, data monitoring, etc.
The features of the PEAKapp result in following benefits for the users:
 Optimize energy consumption: all relevant key data at a glance, compare to your own average or
previous period and get detailed analysis and forecasts
 Saving costs: get informed in case of expected debit in annual payment period
 Save energy: get informed in case of exceeding your consumption limit
 Compare to other households: see how efficient your household is compared to other housholds in your
surrounding environment
 Serious Game: get to know your daily consumption and learn, how much energy appliances use
 Notifications: stay informed about attractive offers and activities from your utility
 Discount offers: consume electricity if it is cheap, for instance in times of high renewable energy
consumption
 Illustrating energy records; Protecting the environment: Environmental analogies helps you to better
assess your energy usage, for example, the CO2 output generated by energy consumption is set in
relation to the number of kilometres for a car journey.
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3 The frontend system
This chapter gives a rough technical introduction into the frontend system and which technologies it is developed
with. The second part focusses on the information security aspects and how principles such as Confidentiality,
Integrity and Authenticity are ensured.

3.1 Technical description
The PEAKapp frontend is a top notch rich HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript application. It can be wrapped with
Apache Cordova, an open source mobile application development framework, enabling programmers to develop
a platform independent application without losing native smartphone functionality such as Geolocation and
Notifications.
The frontend application has one single responsive code basis and therefore can be easily built for desktop
environments as well as various mobile operating systems. Currently Google Android and Apple iOS are officially
supported and tested by GreenPocket. Android and iOS in sum had a market share of 99.6 % at the end of 2016
(Forni & Goasduff, 2017).
The frontend communicates with the backend over a lean interface following the REST principles. As a significant
part of the business logic is located in the PEAKapp frontend and only the data to be displayed is fetched from
the backend via the REST API, the display and rendering performance of each view is maximized and so the user
experience the application an very fast. Each click immediately turns into an action and also the user interface
responds on user actions immediately through a complete not perceptible re-rendering or a simple notification.
The PEAKapp is widely customizable. For and together which each customer an individual profile is defined
which mirrors the corporate identity of the company. The visual customization is described in detail in 4.1. The
PEAKapp can also be customized on a feature level. If for example displaying CO2-emission makes no sense as
a utility only offers carbon-neutral tariffs, all components dealing with CO2-emission can be simply turned off at
runtime through an appropriate configuration in the backend.

3.2 Security aspects
The user needs to authenticate in the frontend against the backend to gain access to the content of the
application. Therefore the login name and a user defined password are required. The password will be securely
transported to the backend via HTTPS and compared to a salted one-way hash representation of the password
stored in the data base. If the hashes equal, the user will be forwarded to the secured part of the application (e.g.
Dashboard) or stays on the login page otherwise.
After the access was granted every request will be secured with a token. The token consists of metadata, such as
the period of validity, but also an encrypted part which can only be decrypted with a private key only known by the
security framework in the backend. The encrypted part of the token holds information about the user and
connects the user in the frontend to its backend representation, including any personal data (e.g. name, address
and so on), contracts, meters and viewing rights on the consumptions measured by the meters.
Whenever a user or an attacker tries to access the secured part of the application without having a valid token,
the security framework handles these unauthorized requests and forwards the application and therefore the user
to the login screen. All REST endpoints dealing with personal data are secured with a token.
During all development phases, particular attention was payed to the OWASP Top 10, a list of the most critical
risks organizations are facing running web applications. The list was introduced in 2003 and then updated every
Deliverable D2.2
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three years. The latest version was released in 2013. A new version is expected to be released in November
2017. The list for example holds potential risks such as Injection, Broken Authentication and Session
Management, Cross-Site Scripting and Cross-Site Request Forgery. Up to now three independent penetration
tests have been performed to confirm the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the PEAKapp. The latest
penetration test was conducted in cooperation with Energie AG in the beginning of 2017. Aim of the penetration
test was to find vulnerabilities in the application that an attacker could exploit. To ensure and provide a stable and
highly secure system, we proactively identified and fixed all vulnerabilities revealed in the penetration test,
independently of the severity classification.
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4 The App
PEAKapp is the perfect App for all households and prosumers who want to have a complete control of their
energy houshold.

4.1 Customizing
The App can be customized in accordance with:
 Logo in the header
 Background color, background picture
 Color of the sector (power, gas, water, heat)
 Text color of the header
 Color of the boxes contours
 Client-specific texts (imprint, terms and conditions, data protection regulations, help, support contact
details)

Figure 1 - Customizing-example for Energie AG

4.2 Dashboard
The dashboard gives insights in current monthly consumption data and informs about the limit exceedings.
Feature list:
 Summary of the main consumption-inidicators (consumption, costs, CO2-Emission and comparison with
the own average)
 Display of the meter reading
 Cost-check for all sectors
 Monthly balance sheet (if a user has more than electricity as product type)
Deliverable D2.2
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 Environmental analysis (CO2-equivalent)
 Saving tips (number: 2-6, customizable)
 Password forgotten function (login page)

Figure 2 - Dashboard with monthly consumption, cost- and consumption-check and monthly balance
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4.3 Generation energy flow
The generation energy flow shows the complete energy flow for households with generation. To open the energy
flow you navigate into: Main menu -> Dashboard -> Generation.
Feature list:
 Total generation
 Feed-in and own consumption
 Grid purchase
 Energy balance: share of own consumption compared to grid purchase
 Cost balance: revenues from feed-in compared to gird purchase costs

Figure 3 - Generation energy flow with energy and cost balance
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4.4 Household comparison (Benchmark)
The household comparison enables the user to compare the own electricity consumption to other households.
The algorithm to calculate the benchmark normalizes the energy consumption with regard to the household
equipment. To open the household comparison you navigate into: Main menu -> Dashboard -> Benchmark.
Feature list:
 Own rank in the comparison incl. number of all households in the ranking
 Classification in efficient, inefficient or normal consumption households
 Changing from year to month
 Navigate in past time periods
 Distance to average household (relative and absolute deviation)
 If user is classified to normal consumption or inefficient households: distance to efficient households
(relative and absolute deviation)
 If user is classified to efficient households: distance to first place household (relative and absolute
deviation)

Figure 4 - Household comparison with benchmark and deviation to average and efficient households
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4.5 Analysis function
The Analysis pages enable the user to get more detailed information about their energy consumption behaviour
and costs. With different comparisons and forecasts each user can monitor closely all developments. To open the
analysis pages you navigate into: Main menu -> Analysis -> Electricity/Gas.
Feature list:
 Presentation of the consumption in kWh, of the costs in Euro and CO2-Emission in kg/CO2
 Forecast of the consumption, costs and CO2-Emission
 Selection and display of the consumption according to tariff zones (tariff use)
 Presentation of production (full feed-in, surplus feed-in) in accordance with feed-in and self-consumption
 Comparison of production (production as well as feed-in and self-consumption) with power-consumption
 Presentation of the income from production (feed-in and self-consumption)
 Summary box: Display of the minimum- and maximum value, as well as the sum of the consumption/feedin
 Data tooltip: Display of detailed information of a period to analyse
 Blocking of the Y-axis for better comparison
 Display of the date (time of day) of the last data delivery
 Display of the tariff history in the cost analysis
 Selection of different temporal resolution in the analysis (day, week, month, year)
 Navigation to past periods for analysis (day, week, month, year)
 Comparisons: Comparison with the previous period and comparison with the average
 Export of all consumption- and production values for each metering point (Excel)
 Selection of single metering points for each analysis (more than one metering point per sector)

Figure 5 - Analysis page with comparison to previous period and summary box in annual analysis
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4.6 Notifications
With notification the client can inform all users about current development and offerings. The recipients of the
messages can be selected by language, client, user name or customer group e.g. with App or with flexible tariffs.
To open the notification page you navigate into: Header -> Messages (Mail icon).
Feature list:
 Message inbox view
 Distinction between information and discount messages
 Detail message view after selection
 Delete a message
 Edit mode to select all messages including delete function for all messages
 Link to discount page

Figure 6 - Message inbox and message details
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4.7 Discounts
With the discount the user can analyse all savings the energy supplier has given. Each discount is listed with
detailed information like date, time, saving and sum of all savings within the current statement period. To open
the disount page you navigate into: Main menu -> Settings (user icon) -> My discounts. Alternativley you navigate
to notification page -> click on discount message -> click on magnifier icon.
Feature list:
 Discount detail view
 Display of current statement period
 Sum of all savings within the statement period
 Meter detailed saving view

Figure 7 - Discount detail view
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4.8 Social Media connection (Facebook)
The social media connection enables the user to share the household comparison results and the points of the
serious game. With the sharing option the user can post the contents in the timeline or in a closed Facebook
group. The Facebook group can be created and moderated by the client. Within the group the user can discuss
energy saving potentials and energy saving measures. To open the facebook sharing option you navigate into:
Main menu -> Dashboard -> household comparison or Main menu -> PEAKpoker -> Place your bet or Scores.
Additionally the footer contains contact links that lead to the clients company page on Facebook and the clients
Twitter account .
Feature list:
 Facebook sharing icon
 Facebook sharing dialog
 Selection option for posting page
 Comment entry field
 Cancel button
 Contact link to clients company Facebook page
 Contact link to clients Twitter account

Figure 8 - Facebook sharing dialog for benchmark and the PEAKpoker scores
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4.9 Serious Game: PEAKpoker
The Serious Game PEAKpoker makes the consumers more conscious about their energy consumption and
encourages them to save energy and money by playing with numbers (their daily consumption). First, the player
is challenged to estimate his daily consumption as precise as possible. In the virtual world the player can optimise
his estimation to get as close as possible to his real consumption value by switching on virtual appliances. Once
more aware of his consumption and the impact of appliances, the player is challenged to save energy by playing
for a value that is slightly under his real consumption value. The player can earn points and compare his results
to other players. To open the settings option you navigate into: Main menu -> PEAKpoker -> Place your bet.
Feature list:
 Onboarding dialog
 Dashboard Widget with game status
 Push-Notification as a reminder to play
 Hints with previous bets and daily consumption value
 Score view with best bet and worst bet of the player
 Score view with comparison to other players
 Different virtual appliance card set for consuming appliances
 Different virtual appliance card set for generating appliances
 Different sounds for user actions

Figure 9 - Serious game to place a bet, switching on appliances and compare to other players
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4.10 Settings
The settings enable the user to activate notification functions to cost- and consumption check, to enter tariffs and
payment information and to enter the household equipment information for the household comparison. To open
the settings option you navigate into: Main menu -> Settings.
 Display of the user data and support-contact data
 Function to change password
 Activation/deactivation of the notification function for cost-check and consumption-check
 Overview of all metering points
 Tariff panel for each metering point with:
 Input of individual metering points name
 Input of standard tariffs or time variable tariffs – up to six tariff zones with tariff name, working
price, basic price and CO2-value
 Display of all historic tariffs
 Panel for the input of the discount-information for all existing sectors with start date of the accounting
period, the amount of discount and payment frequency
 Panel for the input of personal consumption limit

Figure 10 - Setting pages: My data, My payments and My household
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4.11 Footer
The footer contains comprehensive functions to important documents of the client and help information.
Feature list:
 Support with contact details
 Help with FAQ, glossar and instruction
 Imprint, terms and conditions and data protection regulations
 Endorsement

4.12 Internationalization
For the field test of the PEAKapp in different countries the internationalization was expanded. The App supports
additional languages like Austria, Russian and Latvian including the time zones in these countries. The App
analyses the device language and displays the portal in the device language if the language is part of the
supported languages. Additionally to each user a user language can be set, that these users receive all Emails in
the user language.

Figure 11 - Household comparison in Russian and Latvian language
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4.13 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
The user tracking was expanded to assess, how consumers interact with the PEAKapp and what does actually
stimulate energy efficient behaviour. Therefore set of key performance indicators were developed. The key
performance indicators shall support to assess whether the PEAKapp meets the requirements with respect to
technical readiness, consumer comprehensibility, and the expected effort for the provision of the services to
households.
One output of the project is the quantification of the impact of PEAKapp on household electricity consumption,
and the identification whether the observed household consumption depends on certain characteristics of the
household such as the type of dwelling or the household own an electric vehicle. Additional to the household
characteristics, data about the interaction of the household with the app is assessed to analyse the performance
and the motivational capacity of the system. Both information is collected from every participating household
when registering for the app. A detailed description of the KPIs can be found in “Deliverable D1.5 List of KPIs for
the evaluation of the ICT’s impact”.
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4.14 Administration area
The administration area enables the client to view and manage all customers, meters, documents and
notifications.
 Sortable display of all existing users with the following information:
 Master data (mandant, name, user number, login-id)
 Confirmation date of the terms and conditions and data protection regulations
 Validity of the user-login (from – to)
 User group
 Comments about the user
 Sortable display of all existing metering points with the following information:
 Metering point name and metering point number
 Sector and measurement type
 Client and user number
 Detail view of each user with all relevant user-, metering point- and contract data, with the functions:
 Delete users and metering points
 Login into the user accounts
 Input of comments about each user
 Send welcome-email again
 Consumption data monitoring with the following information:
 Metering point data (metering point id and –number, sector and measurement type)
 Mandant and user number
 Status of the consumption data delivery (correct or with gap in 25h, 48h or 14d)
 Display of the last data delivery
 Document management with following functions and information:
 Display of the mandant, document type, last amended and source type (link or PDF)
 Upload new documents or enter a link
 Download existing PDF-files
 Notification view with following functions and information:
 Message history with information to shipped date, customer group, message type, titel, message
text, send date, status information
 Delete function for all messages in the message history
 Sortable list columns to select message recipients
 Message detail view with selected recipients (client, name, customerID; Login-ID, customer
group, language and comments)
 Change message and save as new message
 Enter new messages
 Entry fields for title and text message
 Selection field for message type (information or discount message)
 Date selection for shipping and discount validity
 Export function (csv) for all data views
Deliverable D2.2
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Figure 12 - Message detail view in administration area
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5 Installation guidelines
In the installation guidelines, we assume that the users have signed up for PEAKapp account and have received
the welcome email with the links to the Stores and the personal login date. Further we assume that the users
have set their password using the link they received with the welcome email.
For testing purposes the following login data can be used after downloading the App from the App Store as
described below.
 User name: p.garner
 Password: peakApp#1
With the following links you find the Apps in App Stores (alternatively: search for GreenPocket EnergieCockpit in
the Apps Stores)
 Apple App-Store: https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/greenpocket-energiecockpit/id1249234236?mt=8


Google Play Store: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.greenpocket.homeportal&hl=de

5.1 Android installation guide
Following things are required before you can start with the installation of the App:
 The Android device must be running Android 4.4 or higher
 The Android device must be connected to the Internet throughout installation
 You must have your login data by hands
Step-By-Step installation guide:
Step 1: Open Google Playstore and search for GreenPocket EnergieCockpit
Step 2: Select EnergieCockpit and tap INSTALL
Step 3: The App will require permission to access other, tab ACCEPT
Step 4: As the App installation is completed, launch the App from your home screen.
Step 5: Enter your user name and password to log in to the App
Step 6: You have successfully installed the App on your Android device.

Deliverable D2.2
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Figure 13 - Step-By-Step installation for Android devices
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5.2 iOS installation guide
Following things are required before you can start with the installation of the App:
 The iOS device must be running iOS 9 or higher
 The iOS device must be connected to the Internet throughout installation
 You must have your login data by hands
Step-By-Step installation guide:
Step 1: Open App Store, tab on Search and search for GreenPocket Energiecockpit
Step 2: Select EnergieCockpit and tap GET
Step 3: As the App installation is completed, tap OPEN
Step 4: The App will require sending notifications. Tap OK to allow.
Step 5: Enter the user name and password sent to you in the welcome email and tap LOGIN.
Step 6: You have successfully installed the App on your iOS device.

Figure 14 - Step-By-Step installation for iOS devices – step 1-3
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Figure 15 - Step-By-Step installation for iOS devices – step 4-5

5.3 Error cases
Installation errors
For errors during installation process please look for help on:
 Android devices in Google Play Help Forum https://productforums.google.com/forum/#!forum/play
 iOS devices in Apple support: https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT204770
Errors within the App
Welcome email not received
If you have successfully signed up for the PEAKapp you should receive a welcome email within the next hours.
If you left the correct email address, please contact your energy supplier’s support. The support can verify your
email address and trigger a new welcome email with your personal login data.
Wrong link in welcome email to set password
When you received the welcome email you have to set your password. Within the email you will find the link to set
the password. If the link does not open the page to set a password please contact your energy supplier’s support.
The contact data can be found in the footer after clicking on support.
Wrong user name
After you set your password and downloaded PEAKapp you have to login initially. To log in you have to enter the
username you received with the welcome email and your set password. Please make sure you entered the
username correctly and pay attention to upper/lower cases. If you cannot log in because of wrong username
Deliverable D2.2
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please contact your energy supplier’s support. The support can verify your user name and trigger a new welcome
email with your personal login data.
Wrong password
To log in you have to enter the username you received with the welcome email and your set password. The
password must consist of a minimum of eight characters as well as at least one number and one special
character. Please make sure you entered the password correctly and pay attention to upper/lower cases. If you
cannot log in because of wrong password please use the Forgot Password-function on the login page. After
entering your username an email will be sent to your email address. The email contains a link which you can use
to set a new password.
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6 Conclusions
Within this deliverable we developed a customizable App extended with features specified in WP 1.2. The
existing functions did already meet energy efficiency needs of users with cost-check, consumption check,
different CO2 emission equivalents and different analysis functions. In combination with the new developed
features we enable additionally:
 dynamic pricing through sending discount- and information messages
 social networking through sharing on Facebook
 Serious Game functionality through the betting game PEAKpoker
During whole development process special care is taken to fully acknowledge all relevant privacy and security
issues (see WP 7).
With this range of functions the base has been established to analyse the influence on energy consumption
behaviour as well as changes in consumers’ behaviour. So the programmed PEAKapp helps user to monitor their
energy consumption, benchmark their energy efficiency in comparison to others, connect and support the sharing
of achievements through social media platforms such as Facebook and receive encouraging acknowledgements
from their peers for energy efficiency gains or for success in serious gaming.
The App demonstrates that we offered a finely-tuned App, both scalable and secure and very fast. With field test
start we present a robust, high-performant App with little or no down time. The platform is scalable for up to 1 Mio.
Meter points and provides a maximum of data connectivity and usability.
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